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[NOTE:	No Bible class Thursday, 15 April 1999 due to the Shreveport Bible Conference, East Ridge Bible Church, Wednesday through Friday 14 –16 April 1999: The Doctrine of Deposits & Caches.  See  1999 Shreveport Bible Conference, lessons 1-6.]
Shreveport Postmortem; Fait-Rest Drill: The Allegories of Old Age, Ecclesiastes 12:1-3c

Using this analysis of Solomon’s figurative language, let’s now develop a paraphrase for the first two verses of Ecclesiastes 12.
Ecclesiastes 12:1 -	[paraphrase] Remember your Creator in the days of your youth before evil days of old age arrive and the sunset years draw near when you will say, “I have no delight in them;”
v 2 -	before reversionism prevents the human spirit [ the sun ] from projecting the light of divine truth into the soul [ the moon ] and its stream of consciousness [ the stars ] causing the spiritual life to become darkened [ blackout & scar tissue of the soul ] while having to confront the increasingly chronic maladies [ the rain ] commonly associated with the aging process [ the cloudy days ].
What follows next is Solomon’s description of himself as an old man as he encounters these commonly occurring maladies typical of aging.
Ecclesiastes 12:3 -	In the day when the watchmen of the house tremble, and mighty men stoop, and grinding ones stand idle because they are few, and those who look through windows grow dim.
1)	At this point we encounter a series of allegories used by Solomon to describe the decline of old age and ultimate death.
2)	An allegory is a fictional figure of speech used to express truths about human existence.


3)	We will take up each one, note the meaning of the figure of speech, and then apply it to the human experience of dying.
4)	It is also important to understand the context.  Verse one starts out with this appeal: “Remember your Creator in the days of your youth.”
5)	Solomon then describes youth as the time before reversionism shuts down the spiritual life and makes it impossible to access recall of doctrine in old age.
6)	Verse 3 introduces the commonplace sufferings and failures of the human body as it nears death but without the comfort and tranquility provided by the Word of God freely circulating in the soul.
7)	We will take up each allegory, describe its meaning, and then make the application to the process of aging and dying.
Ecclesiastes 12:3a -	In the day when the watchmen of the house tremble …
Explanation:
1)	The “house” that is about to endure some assault is the body.  In the ancient world, homeowners had to be alert to those who would invade their homes.  This has been the case until fairly recent times.  The English phrase “watch and ward” has to do with around-the-clock alertness to intruders of various kinds.  “Watch” is the guard by night, as in “night watch,” and “ward” refers to protection during the daylight hours.  The whole idea has to do with guarding against danger.
2)	As the storms of life spoken of in verse two intensify because of a disordered soul, the “watchmen” are not prepared to defend the “house” because they tremble.
3)	These “watchmen” are the hands and arms and the problem mentioned by Solomon is identified today as Parkinson’s disease.

4)	Also called Parkinson’s syndrome, this is a progressive nervous disease of later life that is marked by rhythmic tremor, weakness of resting muscles, and a peculiar gate.  It is caused by degeneration in the basal ganglia of the brain.
5)	Formally the man of the house used his hands to perform the labor necessary to bring in the necessities for living and while there used them to defend his possessions.  That ability is now severely limited.
Ecclesiastes 12:3b -	… and the mighty men stoop …
1)	As anyone who has done hard labor knows, you can work your way through almost any injury and perform almost any job as long as your legs hold out.
2)	Many an athlete has made the observation that he knew his career was over when his legs began to fail.
3)	What enables a man to go out and do the work to sustain life is his legs.
4)	In the Song of Solomon, he refers to the legs of the Bridegroom in the Tenth Canticle:
Song of Solomon 5:15 -	“His legs are pillars of alabaster set on pedestals of pure gold …”
5)	When the legs weaken and wither with old age they begin to bow.  There is a loss of strength and agility and thus the ability to work and perform common tasks is depleted.
Ecclesiastes 12:3 c -	… the grinding ones stand idle because they are few …
1)	The “grinding ones” are those who are employed at a grinding mill.  It was considered to be the job associated with the most abject slavery.



2)	The situation here indicates that the hard work has caused several of the workers to die from overwork thus leaving the others standing idle because they don’t have the numbers to continue the task.
3)	Thus, in Solomon’s allegory, the “grinders” are his teeth.  So many have fallen out that those left are so few they can no longer effectively chew his food.


